Gene therapy in the treatment of autoimmune diseases
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Complex pathogenic processes lead to heterogeneous manifestations in autoimmune diseases. Except for rare patients in whom a single genetic defect — in genes for the Fas ligand or for the complement factors C4, C2, or C1q — is associated with autoimmune manifestations, these diseases are multifactorial. Complex genetic, environmental, and immunoregulatory factors appear to play out in a process that we understand in only a fragmentary sense and that we have little ability to influence (1). Therefore, gene therapy involving the reconstitution of a single missing gene should be expected to be of minimal help in treating these diseases. Our current practice of helping patients symptomatically, or at best by indiscriminate suppression of the immune system, is obviously inadequate. Correction of the identified immunoregulatory aberrations has become the mainstay of the efforts to treat autoimmune disorders in a rational manner.

Therapeutic intervention in autoimmune disease faces formidable challenges, since it requires a balance between the control of ongoing pathogenic immune responses and the maintenance of essential immune surveillance functions. Therapies directed at general pathways of immune activation or amplification are antigen-nonspecific and may allow for widespread application across multiple diseases, but they also carry the risk of global immunosuppression. Antigen-specific therapeutics, on the other hand, are potentially much more selective and less deleterious, but they require a priori knowledge of precise immunologic targets relevant in each autoimmune setting. Cytokines, cytokine antagonists, anti–T cell monoclonal antibodies, inhibitors of signal transduction, and conventional pharmacologic agents fall into the former group, whereas specific peptide antigens, antagonists, and MHC-antigen complexes fall into the latter group of treatments. Table 1 summarizes many of the approaches that have been tested in mouse models of various autoimmune disorders. In this issue of the JCI, articles by Agarwal et al. (2) and Lawson et al. (3) apply novel forms of gene therapy to introduce directed immune therapeutics in autoimmune animals, illustrating both antigen-nonspecific and antigen-specific strategies.

Suppressing autoimmune pathologies by neutralizing IFN-γ

The MRL-Fas+/− mouse has a mutation in the Fas gene that leads to defective lymphocyte apoptosis, lymphoproliferation, distinct immunoregulatory abnormalities, and systemic autoimmune manifestations similar to those of lupus, arthritis, and vasculitis. Introduction of Fas into these animals corrects the majority of the abnormalities (4). Because such correction of a single missing gene is of no practical consideration in the treatment of the multigenic human autoimmune diseases, the Theofilopoulos group has attempted to design and to deliver genes whose products can reverse the pathology. In the current issue of the JCI, Lawson et al. describe a chimeric protein consisting of a soluble form of the IFN-γ receptor, fused to the Fc portion of IgG. The first part of the chimeric construct blocks the action of IFN-γ, whereas the second helps to stabilize this bioactive protein in the circulation (3). In designing this molecule, the authors built on extensive work with knock-out animals and anti–IFN-γ antibody treatments, showing that IFN-γ propagates autoimmunity (3). Not unexpectedly, mice treated early in life showed improved abnormal serology and renal pathology and lived longer. More importantly for clinical purposes, mice treated later in the course of the disease also benefited significantly from the treatment.

Gene therapy involves the insertion and expression of foreign DNA into the host cell. Viral vectors usually serve as effective carriers to insert DNA into cells by transduction, but each system has unique advantages and disadvantages. In most murine and human studies, modified retroviruses have been used that lack one or more viral structural proteins (5). However, Lawson et al. (3) used a plasmid in which a full-length IFN-γ receptor/Fc IgG construct was placed under control of the human cytomegalovirus immediate-early enhancer/promoter. Following intramuscular injection and electroporation of the injected area, sufficient amounts of the chimeric protein could be detected in the blood. This approach simplifies the targeted administration of the vector and avoids some of the limitations of the adenovirus systems (which can engender immune responses that limit repeated use and cause side effects) and of retrovirus-based vectors (which enter only dividing cells) (6). The presence of unmethylated CpG motifs represents a potential problem for the naked DNA approach, since these sequences can provoke immune responses independently of any effect of the encoded protein (7); this concern must be addressed for each class of DNA vector.

Experimental allergic encephalomyelitis (EAE) is a model of central nervous system inflammation that ensues after immunization with basic myelin protein and that is similar in many respects to multiple sclerosis. CD4+ cells of the Th1 type mediate it, whereas CD4+ Th2 cells can suppress the disease. The disease process can be reversed by injecting antigen-specific cells transduced with retroviral vectors encoding IL-4 (8), soluble TNF receptor.
of such treatments are likely to be found in diverse locations (17).

**Targeting disease-specific epitopes**

As with the antigen-nonspecific form of gene therapy designed by Lawson et al. (3), the present work by Agarwal et al. (2) employs a therapeutic recombinant gene encoding an Ig fusion protein. However, this agent incorporates an immunodominant peptide epitope of the interphotoreceptor retinoid-binding protein, which has been implicated in a murine model of autoimmune uveitis. Loss of tolerance to self-antigens is central in the development of the autoimmune response and pathology, making strategies involving specific antigens to restore tolerance attractive in principle.

Administering specific antigen may be therapeutic in autoimmune disease by at least three differing mechanisms — by deletional tolerance, in which autoimmune cells undergo activation-induced cell death; by immune deviation, in which vaccination with antigen redirects immune response profiles or trafficking away from pathogenic pathways; and by immune regulation, in which antigen therapy downmodulates the autoreactive immune response. In part because of these multiple potential mechanisms, and in part because the routes of antigen administration are crucial for therapeutic outcomes, results to date have been highly variable. In general, murine models have proved more tractable to antigen-specific modulation than human patients. For example, although myelin basic protein and collagen II already have been tested in clinical trials for multiple sclerosis and rheumatoid arthritis, respectively (18), the search is still on for reliable, consistent forms of antigen-based therapies.

In the uveitis gene therapy model reported by Agarwal et al. (2), an Ig-epitope fusion construct in a retroviral vector was introduced and expressed in activated B lymphocytes, which were reinfused into syngeneic animals. The epitope used was the same peptide used for immunization to provoke autoimmunity in this disease model. Therapeutic efficacy was demonstrated both when this gene therapy was delivered prior to antigen-provoked autoimmunity and also when a more aggressive schedule of multiple delivery was performed after induction of autoimmunity.

**The future of antigen-specific gene therapy**

Several aspects of this model system illustrate important issues for future trials with antigen-specific gene therapies. The choice of peripheral B cells as the target cells, with ex vivo gene introduction followed by reinfusion, follows decades of immunologic history in which targeting antigens to B cells results in immunosuppression. Antigens coupled to polyspecific IgG (19) or to anti–class II Ig (20), as were used for in vivo immunotherapy in the 1970s, likely achieved their suppressive effects by targeting and being incorporated into peripheral B cells via cell surface receptor-mediated uptake. Even with our contemporary perspective, we do not yet fully understand why B cell–antigen presentation in these settings preferentially leads to immune downregulation. In the induced uveitis model, disease is elicited by peptide antigen administered in adjuvant, a regimen likely to involve dendritic cells and monocytes as the primary antigen-presenting cells (APCs). Perhaps this dichotomy between the monocyte-lineage APC as proinflammatory and the B cell–lineage APC as counter-regulatory will be a clinically useful tool for selecting cell targets of gene therapy in autoimmune diseases dominated by one or the other of these lineages. On the other hand, in an experimental model of induced murine diabetes, antigen-specific gene therapy directed at bone marrow cells, subsequently infused into host animals, was similarly efficacious for disease prevention (21).

Antigen-specific forms of immunotherapy employ either whole protein antigens or individual immunodominant peptide epitopes. The most important theoretical limitation to such therapies is whether epitope-specific forms of therapy will modulate an immune response directed to multiple epitopes or multiple target proteins. At least in mice, induction of transferable suppressor T cells can indeed regulate polyspecific autoimmune responses, apparently by promoting release of regulatory cytokines that act on bystander-activated cells with different specificities. For example, nucleosome-defined peptides have been used successfully in the treat-

### Table 1

Gene therapy in the treatment of autoimmune diseases

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Disease model</th>
<th>Gene</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Murine EAE</td>
<td>IL-4 (8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IL-10 (11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TGF-β1 (10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TNF-receptor (9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOD mouse diabetes</td>
<td>IL-10 (12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IL-4, IFN-γ (25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IL-12 (27)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TGF-β (26)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arthritis</td>
<td>IL-4 (14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IL-13 (15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IκB decoy (16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TGF-β, IL-10, Fas ligand, IL-1, and TNF-soluble receptors (13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lupus (MRLpr/+)</td>
<td>IFN-receptor (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TGF-β (33, 34)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IL-2 (33–35)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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ment of murine lupus, indicating that it is possible to reestablish tolerance in systemic autoimmune diseases where more than one antigen is involved (22). The Scott laboratory, which pioneered the use of tolerizing peptides (23) and proteins (24) fused to the NH2-terminus of IgG heavy chain, found immune suppression to multiple epitopes expressed by the antigenic protein. Gene therapeutics for specific diseases may require this multiple-epitope approach if bystander suppression mechanisms are not activated, as in the uveitis model described, in which immune regulation was not transferable by T cells.

Additional approaches are likely to provide additional safety and efficacy of these treatments. In particular, the use of tissue-specific promoters should prove valuable in the clinical setting, where autoimmune disease is being treated, not just prevented. Interestingly, in prevention studies using murine models of spontaneous diabetes in NOD mice, somatic gene therapy strategies (25, 26) can be as effective as islet-targeted transgenic approaches (27). Tissue-specific targeting using gene therapy–transduced autoreactive T cells reinfused into the host as the delivery vehicle has also been proposed (5, 8). Tissue-protective strategies currently under investigation include efforts aimed at remyelinating lost neural tissue by using nerve-specific co-stimulatory or costimulatory molecules that limit the expression of the transgene for a defined time period (30).

Multiple factors determine the choice of vector, including the type of the target cells, whether an in vivo or an ex vivo strategy is to be used, the levels of required expression, and for how long the treatment is needed. Gene transfer using naked plasmid DNA has already been introduced to enhance angiogenesis in patients with ischemic disorders (31), and the evaluation of clinical efficacy and side effects is in progress (32). The use of naked plasmids (3) encoding specific epitopes or entire antigens may be approved more readily for human trials than would similar approaches using recombinant viruses. We suggest that this approach will be fruitful and that efforts to identify molecules involved in systemic human autoimmune diseases should be intensified.